
THE BUSINESS REPORT FORMAT

Most business reports follow a simple structure comprising the cover sheet, table of contents, executive summary, main
body of the report, conclusion and.

After that, you can proceed with constructing an outline, or structure, for your report. You can also change the
case of your document such as upper case or lower case such as demonstrated below. In this lesson, we will
concentrate on the business report which contains side headings, paragraph headings and lists. Download The
Report Structure Below is the common structure of a report. Generally speaking, business reports have an
executive summary, an introduction, a body and a conclusion. You may include the details of the process or
analysis you underwent in your appendices. You have to consider what is the most logical and comprehensive
way to present your report. She has written about business for entrepreneurs and marketing firms since  So,
before you use a long-format business report structure, ask your recipient if that format is actually necessary.
The summary This is the brief description of your whole report or an overview of the report. Example report
Informal reports vs formal reports An informal report may be one or two pages in length and formatted as a
letter or memo. However, it is entirely up to the management or department on what report structure is suitable
for them. Appendices If you choose to keep all charts, illustrations, tables, and so forth grouped together, they
can be placed in an appendix at the end of the report. Include any books, periodicals, or online articles that you
consulted here. The Font Group contains commonly used buttons that you can use to apply bold, italic,
underline, shadow, strike through or color to your text. Types of Business Reports Things can get a little
complicated when you realize there are different types of business reports. Planning your business report must
be the first step you take into consideration; arrange your thoughts, organize the information that you will
need, strategize how to gather data, and so on. Also, if more than one person writes the report, be sure it has
continuity no sudden jumps from one topic to another and a consistent voice no jarring contrasts in style.
Although some reports benefit from this brief synopsis , it is not always obligatory to include. You may also
see marketing report examples 9. The table of contents contains the list of the main topics and subtopics
together with their page number. The procedure This section is also optional. This is where you list the
materials you used in the experiment and the methods or procedure of the experiment. This is especially true
for small businesses, in which staffing might be lean and nobody has time to create or to read a long, formal
report. The titles and subtitles used as heading for each topics and subtopics should be used in the table of
contents. Company Audit Sample. Turkey Business Analysis Report Example.


